41269/DPC/JE(Civ)/ 2017-18/E1 DPC(PP&SUB)

DISTRIBUTION OF VACANCIES FOR RECRUITMENT YEAR 2017-18 : JE (CIV)

1. References:-
   (a) This HQ letter No. B/20074/LRS/17-18/E1C(1) dt 27 Apr 18.
   (b) This HQ letter No.41269/JE/E1DPC(PP&SUB) dt 16 May 18.
   (c) This HQ letter No.41269/JE/E1DPC(PP&SUB) dt 19 Jun 18.
   (d) This HQ letter No.41269/JE/E1DPC(PP&SUB) dt 23 Aug 18.
   (e) This HQ letter No.41269/JE/E1DPC(PP&SUB) dt 07 Sep 18.

2. 14 vacancies of JE (Civ) for promotion from industrial staff has been released by E1C (1) section for the year 2017-18 vide this HQ letter at para 1(a) above. For conducting DPC, All India Seniority List (AISL) of eligible candidates as per respective SRO is required to be updated. This HQ has asked for Command seniority list of eligible candidates as on 01 Apr 2017 for all categories by 15th Jun 2018 vide letter 1(b) above. Along with the Command Seniority list of eligible candidates all other requisite documents viz. Integrity, Vigilance Clearance & ACR grading for the reckoning period (i.e. 2011-12 to 2015-16) is essentially required.

3. Further reminders to submit the data were issued vide this section letter No. 1(c) to (e) above, but the same has not been received till date, leading to delay in initiation of DPC.

4. As per the data available in this section “No” candidate with requisite qualification as per SRO is available for promotion. The confirmation for the same shall be forwarded for our further action.

5. An early action is requested to conduct the DPC.
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